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partnering with other autodesk products, autodesk digital design and autodesk revit technology
together support you in your precast and deck design, or any other architectural project in all phases
of the project life cycle. you can use revit to design your project, and in the same view, view the
concrete and other design details using digital design. you can also easily link your design to other
autodesk products. you can share and collaborate on your designs, and all this with safety, speed,
and certainty. finetune 1.02 is an ideal and cost-effective upgrade for the larger hvac/mechanical
departments, as well as for companies who've already invested in finetune. this version will work
with the hevacomp mechanical designer version 5 and 6. finetune 1.02 includes compatibility for all
the current and next generation products (bimobject, hevacomp, navisworks, navis3d, autodesk
revit, etc.) users will notice the consistent look and feel of finetune in all of the listed bim
applications, as well as improved 3d object search and ability to create and open 3d models in most
bim applications. microstation is widely used within the construction industry. its full integration with
revit makes for very powerful interoperability and autodesk has invested heavily in producing an
excellent native windows-based 3d modeler. updating microstation to a more modern and feature
rich version is no problem. however, as with many other applications, creating a new project or
exporting the model requires a fair amount of user attention. for example, there is no robust method
for saving a project or exporting revit models.
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version 7 was released last week and offers clients a new color scheme, as well as the ability to
synchronize navisworks objects with mechanical 3d models. - julie a. rivera, p.e., bridge engineer,

hdr as a member of the autodesk partner network, expertic is one of the few bim training centers to
offer complete training programs to provide a structured foundation for bim. also, as a member of
the autodesk network of technology affiliates, expertic can provide online training and a wealth of

bim best practices and solutions. - joseph tomasetti, ceo, expertic navisworks v10.0 is mainly a
product management program intended to streamline and automate the business processes

involved with managing a comprehensive bim 3d project team. - julie a. rivera, p.e., bridge engineer,
hdr hevacomp is a set of programs used for designing, analyzing, and constructing buildings. a
modern and user-friendly interface has been used to identify the problem areas and record the
correct information, so that it is easier to optimize the shape of the building. the main focus of

hevacomp is to find the best time for a meeting space, the place of the air conditioning for summer,
and the room for winter. this is an average calculator that finds the best possible time for a meeting

place. it also finds the best place for the air conditioning in the summer and the best place in the
winter. this software is easy to use and comes with a few predefined shapes that are already loaded
on the database, which makes the software easier to use. hevacomp v10i comes with many more

features, which is why it is growing rapidly in popularity. 5ec8ef588b
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